Sapling Dual-Faced Clocks
Sapling is constantly innovating ways for our
clocks to be seen by the public. We provide
dual-faced clock options that make seeing the
time easier for everyone. Dual-faced clocks are
perfect for hallway applications and large areas.
Using dual-faced clocks allows people to view the
time from both directions. All of Sapling
dual-faced clocks can be mounted from
either the ceiling or the wall.
Double Mount Housing for Sapling Round Analog Clocks

If your application requires a dual-faced round analog
clock, you will need to order two single (surface)
mount clocks and one double mount housing. Both
clocks easily attach to the double mount housing.
Detailed information of how to mount the unit to the
wall or ceiling and run wires to the clocks must be
reviewed in the clock manual under the “Double Mount
Installation” section for proper setup and assembly. This
double mount housing is available for the round
12” and 16” analog clocks.

Ordering
SlimLine and Aluminum
Double Mount Housing: SAH-1XD-XXR-0
Color:
B: Black
C: Custom

Clock Size:
12: 12”
16: 16”

Double Mount Housing: SAB-XXD-XXR-0M

1: Metal Housing

Color:
B: Black
C:Custom

Clock Size:
12: 12”

OR

4: ABS Housing

B: Black
C: Custom

16: 16”

Pole for Sapling Dual-Faced Square Analog Clocks
If your application requires a dual-faced analog square clock, you will need to order two single
(surface) mount clocks and one pole. Since the square clock housing is made with a back plate and
a front plate, you can detach the back plate and screw it to the pole. Once secured on the pole you
can now snap on the front plate of the clock. Because of this, all you need to order for a
dual-faced square clock (besides the two clocks) is the pole. Detailed information of how to mount
the unit to the wall or ceiling and run wires to the clocks must be reviewed in the clock manual
under the “Double Mount Installation” section for proper setup and assembly. This pole is available
for the square 9’’ and 12’’ clocks.
Ordering Information:

Pole for Sapling Dual-Faced Standard Size Digital Clocks

If your application requires dual-faced standard size digital clocks (2.5” or 4.0”), you will need to
order two single (surface) mount clocks and one pole. Since the digital clock housing is made with a
back plate and a front plate, you can detach the back plate and screw it to the pole. Once secured
on the pole you can now screw on the front plate of the clock. Because of this, all you need to
order for a dual-faced digital clock (besides the two clocks) is the pole. Detailed information on how
to mount the unit to the wall or ceiling and run wires to the clocks must be reviewed in the clock
manual under the “Double Mount Installation” section for proper setup and assembly. The pole is
available for the 2.5’’ and 4.0’’ digital clocks.
Ordering Information:

Pole(s) for Sapling Dual-Faced Large Digital Clocks

If your application requires dual-faced large digital clocks (6.0”, 9.0”, or 12.0”), you will need to
order two clocks and the mounting pole(s). Dual-faced digital clocks with 6.0” or 9.0” digits utilize
one double mount pole, while digital clocks with 12.0” digits use two poles for double mounting.
The double mount pole part number for 12.0” digital clocks includes two poles as standard. To make
a dual-faced clock, you will secure the large digital clock to the mounting bracket(s) on the double
mount pole(s). Detailed information on how to mount the unit to the ceiling or wall and run wires
to the clocks must be received in the clock manual under the “Double and Flag Mount Installation”
section for proper setup and assembly. Since dual-faced large digital clocks require a specific pole (or
poles) depending on the size of the clock and whether the pole(s) will be mounted to the ceiling or
the wall, please review the ordering information carefully.
Ordering Information:
SLD-1DM-XXXX-XX
Digit Size:
06: 6”
09: 9”
12: 12”

Digits:
Mounting:
04: 4 Digit W: Wall
06: 6 Digit C: Ceiling

Pole Length:
S: Standard
C: Custom

To summarize, for dual-faced clock viewing, you
will need to order two single mount round clocks
and one double mount housing for the round
analog clock applications. When using square
analog clocks or digital clocks all you need to
order is two single mount clocks and one double
mount pole. All Dual Face Mounting Housings /
Poles will allow you to mount the clocks either
from the wall or from the ceiling. Detailed
information can be found in each of our clocks
manuals. This must be reviewed before installing
the clocks.
If you have any additional questions please contact your dedicated Sapling representative.

